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01.

Today’s
Marketplace
01.1//

Market Trends

Falling sales, falling consumption levels
and growing competition. Wherever you
look, it seems that the alcoholic beverages
market is having a tough time. Some say
it’s the rise of Millennials, some blame the
economic and political markets, and some
say that drinking is just going out of fashion.
Whatever the case, in order to maintain and
grow market share, it is vital for alcohol
brands to re-learn how to connect with
their customers through ever-changing
marketing channels. Those that fail to do so
risk being left behind.

Wine
-2%

Rum
-1.5%

Changing Product Demands
In 2016-17, the domestic consumption of
alcohol is expected to reach its lowest level

Vodka
+1.1%

for 50 years (IBISWorld). Traditional drinks,
like wine, appear to be going out of fashion,
whereas new brands of beers, gins and
whiskys are growing in popularity.
Wine seems to have taken the worst hit, with

Craft Beer
+14.1%

sales falling around 2%, despite the growing
popularity of sparkling wine and prosecco
(Nielsen’s MAT). Similarly, spirits have also
had a poor year, with rum (-1.5%) and vodka
(+1.1%) just about holding steady.

Whisky
+4.6%

Despite this downhill trend, some clear
winners have emerged as the ‘drinks of the
moment’. The stand-out performers last
year were craft beer (+14.1%), gin (+12%),
and whisky (+4.6%), which have, in turn,
influenced growth in both the hard cider

Hard Cider
+9.6%

(+9.6%) and hard soda (+6.7%) markets.
All of this paints the picture of an evolving
marketplace, with consumers’ preferences
of drink type shifting and product demands
following.
return.co

Hard Soda
+6.7%
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51%
Of under-35s said
they would be
happy to try a new
brand of drink

Changing Purchase Behaviours
People want more than just your product.
As we move into an increasingly fractured
marketplace, consumers are looking past
product-led purchase considerations in an
effort to differentiate the many choices on
offer, and add a deeper meaning to their

Changing Tastes and Loyalties

buying decisions.

The ripples across alcohol markets are
encouraging more start-ups and product

With taste only a component of any drink’s

launches, which, in turn, is changing

overall offering, these new demands place

what customers are choosing to drink.

increasing value on external factors,
such as brand identity and the social

Traditionally, the majority of people

consumption environment. This has left

prefer to stick with only their favourite

many alcohol brands struggling to realign

one or two brands within each category.

their traditional USPs of flavour, intensity

However, research by Maxus shows that

and pallet, with the modern consumer’s

more and more younger drinkers are

wants.

willing to experiment with new alcohol;
51% of under-35s said they would be

More and more, customers are moving from

happy to try a new brand of drink.

just product considerations to micro and
macro environmental factors in making a

This trend is reflected in purchasing

purchase decision.

decisions too. Google found that over half
of customers over-55 considered only
one brand before making a food or drink
purchase, whereas for customers under

Product Considerations
What does this taste like?
Are the ingredients of high
quality?
What does this cost?

25, that figure falls to a third (Consumer
Barometer).
As this younger audience continues to
grow and represent a larger share of the
market, brands are faced with increasing
opportunities in acquiring once overloyal and hard-to-get customers.

03

Micro Considerations

Do I like this brand?
What is this brand associated
with?
What are the people around
me drinking?

Macro Considerations
Is this ethically produced?
What does this brand stand
for?

return.co
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01.2//

Demographic
Trends
Is it all about the Millennials?

There’s no shortage of discussions today about
Millennials, and it’s easy to see why. Now of legal
drinking age, this commercial force comes packed
full of purchasing power, as well as a hoard of
new behaviours that brands need to understand
and adapt to in order to maintain market share.

What’s the Deal with Millennial Drinkers?
Aged 21-34 and packed with more spending power
than any other generation (Advertising Age),
Millennials are a hot topic. The rise of this

Traditional Wine Drinker
Demographics
Male
Age: 55+
Social Grade: ABC1
Hobbies & Activities
Listening to music
Doing work around the house
Going to museums and galleries
Monthly Spare £
£1000 or more

group is hitting hardest at the industries who
are used to an older audience; these brands are
struggling against a declining market size and are
not adapting their marketing communications
effectively.
For example, the traditional image of a ‘wine
drinker’ might typically be an over-55 male,
yet as younger audiences discover and start
consuming wine, they are becoming the leading
customer profile. In fact, Wine Inspector found
that Millennials drank 42% of all the wine in
the US even back in 2015 – more than any other
generation did. This pattern can be seen across all
industries – from beers to ciders to spirits – which
is why brands need to start paying attention.

return.co

A Modern Wine Drinker?
Demographics
Female
Age: 25-39
Social Grade: ABC1
Hobbies & Activities
Looking after pets
Sleeping
Using the internet
Monthly Spare £
Less than £125

04
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Millennials’ Purchase Considerations
Sometimes

described

as

the

‘information

Should My Brand Be
Targeting Millennials?

generation’, Millennials are fascinated with
narratives and storytelling. In purchasing, they

We would like to stress at this point that

place more value on, and will spend longer

no brand should be targeting Millennials.

researching, a drink brand’s voice, story and
popularity before even tasting it.

This massively diverse group includes both
a 20-year-old single girl Snapchatting

When the value of a purchase comes not

her night out, and a 34-year-old married

necessarily from the product at hand but from

man buying his first house – there are

the experience, brands must focus on selling the

far more advanced targeting options for

whole package (the sizzle, not the steak).

any brand’s audience than simply ‘young
people’.

This concept covers focusing on moments of
consumption, the story behind the drink, and the

Instead, think of the term ‘Millennial’ as

brand associations – all topics we will cover in

representing the consumer market of

due course.

the future. As the demographic group
with the most spending power according
to Advertising Age, they are arguably a
relevant market segment for any brand,
and the purchase trends they set now will,
in turn, influence future generations.

05
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01.3//

Purchase Trends
Micro-Moments

Gone is the traditional path to purchase. The rise of
mobile and the ‘always on’ shopper has fractured
the traditional consumer journey into hundreds of
real-time, intent-driven interactions – something

Micro-moments occur when
people reflexively turn to
a device (increasingly a
smartphone), to act on a
need to learn something,
do something, discover
something, watch something,
or buy something.
(Google)

Google calls micro-moments.

What Are Micro-Moments?
Micro-moments

Intent

are

all

about

instantaneous actions – sudden
bursts of high-intensity engagement
before the user moves on.
To illustrate how micro-moments
work, think of the 25-year-old who

Micro-Moments

just took a “What cocktail are you?”

Context

Immediacy

quiz on BuzzFeed, or the 63-year-old
who searches Google for “The best
retirement gifts”. These behaviours
are very different from the oldstyle purchase funnel, yet are what
we’re increasingly seeing influence
consumers’ behaviours.

return.co
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Micro-moments Throughout A Consumer Journey
Awareness

Consideration

Purchase

Loyalty

Research best new
gins

Compare two craft
beers

Order a type of vodka in
a club

Follow a craft brewer’s
Instagram

Watch YouTube
video on how to mix a
cocktail

Google a bar’s drinks
menu

Order a bottle of port
online

Attend an exclusive
wine tasting

Search for a wine’s
rating whilst in the
shopping aisle

The trick to ‘winning’ micro-moments

Mobile Micro-Moments
are Quick and Visual
The

average

mobile

user

lies in adopting a truly multi-channel
marketing strategy. Consumers are
now

no longer differentiating between

a

where they engage with a brand,

staggering 150 times a day, usually

and neither should marketers. A

for only a few seconds at a time. The

consistent online presence across

average mobile session duration has

channels ensures visibility when it’s

decreased 18% in the last year alone,

needed.

interacts

with

their

phone

meaning that the golden window
to engage potential customers is
shrinking.
This trend towards more regular
yet

shorter

activity

bursts

throughout

of
the

online

Winning The Micro-Moments

Research best new
gins

Outreach & PR to be
present in content

Watch YouTube
Video on how to mix a
cocktail

YouTube Pre-Roll
adverts

Search for a wine’s
rating whilst in the
shopping aisle

AdWords with review
extensions

day,

means that brands must adopt the
‘instantaneous engagement’
mindset. A few seconds is all you
have to win that ‘Like’ or a new
drinker; if campaigns are not present
at the exact moment of engagement,
they will be missed.

Google a bar’s drinks
menu

07

Local SEO & Geotargeted Paid ads
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01.4//

Storytelling,
Not Selling

Social media is designed to be just that –
social. People use these platforms to connect
with others, to be entertained and, most of
all, to enjoy themselves.

Creating Moments of Consumption
These rules of consumption aren’t taught in
school, yet are known by most drinkers. Why?
Because brands curated these occasions in
the minds of customers, creating triggers to
buy at the right moments.
A hot summer’s day?

Enjoy a Kopparberg!

“Champagne should be served at

celebrations. Gin should be mixed
with tonic. Craft beers should be
drunk in ‘cool’ bars.

On a night out?

A round of Jägerbombs it is.
Enjoying a hot chocolate?

Maybe add some Baileys.
Whilst the seasonal associations by type of
drink are well established, alcohol brands
can still capitalise on this strategy by
defining new moments, and being the first to
enter that space.
For example, this year brands of tequila are
predicted to move past their ‘slammers and
sombreros’ status as they build storytelling
campaigns. From creating tequila-based
cocktail recipes to positioning tequila as the
drink of summer, the social tale is slowly but
surely evolving the drink’s status. By creating
new moments of consumption, these brands
are activating more triggers to purchase.
return.co
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Case Study:
Hendrick’s Gin
Using storytelling to build its heritage
Hendrick’s Gin is one of the most successfully
built brand stories over recent years. The
majority of its consumers falsely believe the
brand to be one of the oldest English gins
available (whereas it was actually launched in
1999, in Scotland). From the packaging to PR
events and, most importantly, a social media
story, the brand’s communications have
provided a consistent, interesting and fun
brand heritage in a noisy marketspace.
And the effect? A clear differentiation
between Hendrick’s and other premium gins
like Bombay Sapphire or Tanqueray, and a
quintessentially English positioning that’ll
translate well across international markets,
as well as proving popular amongst Millennial
markets.

Authenticity & The Story Of Good Deeds
Millennials are often criticised for being a critical
and self-obsessed generation. Yet they’ve grown
up surrounded by global crises, political unrest
and social injustices – making them more socially
aware and motivated than other generations.
This is the reason why as a group, they seek out
brands that do more than make money; they want
to buy from brands motivated by authentic good
deeds or ‘higher purposes’. In fact, more than
50% of Millennials make an effort to buy products
from companies that support the causes they care
about (Barkley).

09

Case Study:
Heat The Bay IPA
A brand that genuinely cares about its cause
has a story that customers want to hear about.
For example, Golden Road Brewing’s ‘Heal
the Bay’ craft beer donates 10% of sales to an
environmental charity. Fans on social media
are happy to publicly engage with content
around the drink and the good deed they’re
performing in consuming it, driving
social engagement and conversations postpurchase.

return.co

02.

Influencing
Purchase Decisions
02.1//

Social Storytelling

People don’t go on social media to hear a hard sell, but
that doesn’t mean brands don’t have an opportunity
to influence purchasing decisions – the opposite, in
fact. Social conversations are how your audiences
discover new brands, debate a potential buy, make
their purchase and share their experiences. The trick to
making social work for you lies in telling a story.

01.
It’s where your customers are
A staggering 67% of global internet users are
active on social media (We Are Social). Over 50%
of wine drinkers and, in particluar, Millennials
talk about their consumption on Facebook, and
over 30% do the same on YouTube, Twitter or
Instagram (Wine Market Council).

Brands Need a Social Presence
To tell your story, your brand must be on social

02.

media – even if just through your customers

It’s where your competitors are

mentions rather than a verified account.

Some 91% of retail brands use two or more social
channels (AdWeek). If you don’t have an active

The public act of any social engagement (even a

presence on these platforms, your competitors

post ‘Like’), has big implications for brands, as

will.

purchase decisions are made collaboratively
through wisdom of the crowd. Even consumption
no longer happens in silence. Consumers’
drinking activities have moved online through
shared posts, photos, check-ins, snaps, reviews
and feedback.

03.
It’s where the majority of your
customers expect you as a brand
to be
Over 70% of Baby Boomers, 80% of Generation

It will come as no surprise to hear that in 2017,

Xers and 90% of Millennials expect to find a

branded social media simply isn’t optional.

brand on social media (Hubspot).

return.co
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Case Study:
Sugafina’s use of FOMO
Sugarfina’s story used other customers’ demand
levels as social proof to generate buzz, a sense of
exclusivity and a fear of missing out (FOMO) on a
product launch.
The brand turned a waitlist for its rosé-infused
Gummy Bears into a story by sharing updates on the
rapidly growing levels of demand. New customers
who saw the content started to think: “If more than

Stories Provide Social Proof

3,000 people want to get their hands on this product,

Social proof is our natural desire to trust a

surely it must be amazing? I must buy it too!”

product if we see other people using or talking
about it. A brand’s stories and messages about
how its existing customers are discovering,
purchasing and consuming products teaches
new

audiences

the

desired

behaviours,

ultimately leading back to sales.

As more people heard about and joined the Sugarfina
waitlist, a snowball effect emerged and the demand
for the product became a selling point in itself. At
the peak of the campaign, $8 packets of Gummy
Bears were being sold to a waitlist of over 14,000
customers – an incredible buzz over a packet of

Whilst social proof has been around for decades,

sweets.

it’s interesting to note how this expands onto
modern social media platforms with modern
audiences.

Case Study:
Bulldog’s social endorsements

For example, physical location, time of day and
even social connections are no longer limitations
as to who in the world can ‘socially influence’
consumers; a blogger in Los Angeles could just
as easily influence a consumer’s purchasing
decision as a local barman’s recommendation.

Retweeting and sharing genuine positive brand
mentions from real customers is social proof
101.
Bulldog Gin retweet and comment on almost
every brand mention, engaging the current
user whilst telling the world about the quality
and popularity of its products. By reposting
real customers’ images, the brand brings usergenerated content into its social strategy,
adding

11

authenticity

to

its

collection

of

endorsements.
return.co
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“ This was more than a one-

motivated by the desire for social currency. A

off party. By rallying our
consumers to participate
online and offline in the
months leading up to the
event, we created both
a virtual and physical
celebration of nightlife for
our community of more
than 3 million fans.

concept particularly true for younger generations

// Smirnoff

Social Currency: Exclusivity and Experiences
Social interactions between peers are often

and Millennials, users earn respect and social
status by sharing their exclusive experiences such
as VIP events, limited edition products, insider
access to content etc. It’s not boasting necessarily,
as these groups crave new forms of entertainment
such as this.

Smirnoff Nightlife Exchange project
The Smirnoff Nightlife Exchange involved exclusive
ticketed one-night-only parties around the world.

Brands can capitalise on this desire for uniqueness
by helping these conversations happen through
limited edition products or events, as well as VIP
clubs. All this means that when an individual wants
to be part of the conversation, sales and revenue
will follow.

Engaging over a million social fans across the
globe, the campaign encouraged people to share
conversations, videos, images and recipes that tie
into the brand’s values.
The end result? The Nightlife Exchange Project
engaged more than a million fans in just four months,

of spirits is
“ Knowledge
becoming social currency

among Millennials and they
will order name brands to
impress their peers.
// The Spirits Business

return.co

Case Study:

and even briefly became the third largest Facebook
brand page in Brazil. Physical tickets were almost
impossible to get hold of due to the huge volumes
of demand, but consumers engaged online anyway,
making it a massively successful campaign.

12
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Meeting Age Restrictions Across Social Media
One of the largest challenges facing any alcohol
brand is advertising creatively, whilst meeting strict
advertising regulations in different markets around
the world. Whilst restrictions on creatives limit what
images or phrases can be shown, perhaps the most
stringent rules apply to meeting age criteria, and
ensuring underage consumers are not seeing alcoholrelated content.
Over the years, major social media platforms have
developed their advertising portfolios to offer these
brands more sophisticated options. The Big 4
platforms – Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram
– all offer detailed age targeting options, as well as
enforcing their own regulations on restricted content.
However, the newer social platforms, like Snapchat,
are often approached with caution as they continue to
refine their offering to advertisers.
Most profile-based platforms rely on date of birth data
collected at the point of registration but, of course,
nothing stops a user from lying about their birthdate.
But then again, the alcohol industry has long relied on
such imperfect age-gating tools.

Buying or Browsing? Social Commerce
Three-quarters of UK adults own a smartphone,
according to Ofcom. But whilst it’s easy to see
the clear traffic potential, many brands overlook
the additional value in social media; a significant
proportion of consumers actively want to buy through
social channels.
It’s estimated that 2016 saw 50 billion USD of sales
generated through social networks, an increase of
20 billion USD from the previous year. Even back in
2015, the channel was worth over 900 million GBP
to UK retailers, according to YouGov and Bronto
Software.

13
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02.2//

Social Media Channels

As for all platforms, scroll-stopping creative
that takes a mobile-first approach continues

As more sophisticated demographic targeting options emerge from

to be the key driver of consumer behaviour

the major social media advertising platforms, alcohol brands can

on Facebook.

take advantage of a new world of marketing opportunities, confident
in the knowledge they will not be breaking strict regulations
concerning underage consumers.

Instagram Curated Accounts
Offer Brand Exposure
Curated Instagram accounts are pages

Each social channel is uniquely deserving of its own whitepaper (or

dedicated

to

discovering

book!), so we’re not going to explain the ins and outs of adapting

inspiring

content

marketing communications here. Instead, we will consider some of

communities.

the more recent trends across channels that we believe are highly

imagery from multiple brands and users;

relevant for alcohol brand marketers.

whatever they decide fits best with their

They’ll

and

sharing

amongst

unique

collate

product

audiences.
These types of pages are the ideal place
for alcohol enthusiasts to spend their time
– cocktail lovers can find new and exciting
recipes, whereas vintage wine collectors
can explore each other’s collections.

Users Discover Brands Through
These Curated Instagram Accounts
Fans of these pages are non-brand loyal –
they want to discover new brands through
their communities.

Facebook Needs a Mobile-first Approach
The growth of Facebook is no surprise to any marketer, with mobile
accounting for a massive 84% of advertising revenue in 2016 - up
81% YOY (Facebook).
Malibu Rum embraced this mobile-first Facebook approach by
widely advertising its ‘connected bottles’ campaign. Through
near-field communication, 40,000 bottles of Malibu across the UK
could be connected with users’ mobile devices, allowing them to
win exclusive prizes. This campaign worked particularly well on
Facebook, as the call-to-action was designed for mobile users,
rather than asking fans to ‘come back’ on a desktop device.
return.co

For marketers, the goal is to have their
products featured in these influential
spaces. Occasionally, these endorsements
can be bought (alongside the hashtag
#ad). However, with page owners typically
motivated by an honest love of the industry,
many pick and choose content as they wish,
and don’t want to be ‘bought out’. In this
case, a strong outreach campaign is usually
the answer.

14
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Case Study:
Barcardi & Jamie Oliver’s
Cocktail Masterclass
Bacardi’s collaboration with celebrity chef
Jamie Oliver featured a series of inspiring
‘How To’ videos for the mixologist at home.
The drinks channel was targeted directly
at consumers searching for cocktailrelated content, as the campaign resulted
in enhanced visibility for some very
high-traffic search terms – ‘Mojito’ and

YouTube Cannot Be Ignored

‘Cosmopolitan Cocktail’ both earning the
The growth of video in the last five years has been outstanding;

brand a first page SERP positions.

almost half of consumers now reference videos at least once a month
while shopping. What many brands don’t realise, is that it’s not just

By creating new cocktails (moments of

Millennials who are active on this channel. 72% of 25 to 54 year olds

consumption), users became inspired to

watch online videos at least once a week, the majority via a mobile

buy the products mentioned in the videos,

device (Google’s Consumer Survey).

driving purchase decisions.

How Does YouTube Fit Into Purchase Decisions?
Build Brand Awareness
YouTube UX developers believe that current user behaviours
reflect YouTube’s relevance in early stages of a buyer’s
journey - in experiencing a product before purchasing or in
watching influencers’ reviews and opinions about products

“

We have an amazing opportunity
through this partnership with
Bacardi and its iconic brands to
wake up the world to how easy it
is to create quality drinks, classic
or new.

(Think With Google). For alcohol marketers, this highlights the

// Jamie Oliver

opportunities in targeted advertising to custom audiences or
focused on relevant topic content.

Remarketing
A growing number of brands are engaging with customers after
they have become aware of (or have purchased), a product.
Through site cookies and remarketing lists, users who have shown
an interest in a drink can be targeted with relevant content,
such as cocktail suggestions. Currently, this type of advertising
accounts for about 14% of YouTube visits, but that number is

15

growing – customers seem to be coming back to the site to figure
out how to use products post-purchase.
return.co
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Remember: Social Media isn’t just
about the Big Four Platforms!
Not every platform will be right for your
business and your product, and a one-sizefits-all approach will strain your time, resource
and, ultimately, return. You should ask three
questions when deciding where your business
needs a social presence:

01.
Where are your audience?
There’s no reason to invest in a platform your
audience doesn’t use. Think about user profiles
– are vodka or wine drinkers more likely to
use Snapchat, for example? Also, consider
demographic and location relevancy. If you are
targeting the Chinese market, you may want a
presence on Weibo, whereas this has much lower
adoption in the UK and Europe.

Opportunities on New Social
Media Channels
Early and smart adoption of new or ‘popup’
social media platforms can give brands a less
crowded medium to communicate with users.
Brands such as MillerCoors, Malibu and Bacardi
are among the companies now advertising

02.
What’s your end goal?
Different social platforms work best for different
end goals. Whilst LinkedIn is great for growing
B2B leads, YouTube is about brand awareness.
Whether your focus is conversion, brand growth
or audience engagement, choose a channel that
works best for you.

livestreaming platforms like Meerkat and

03.

Periscope to give fans exclusive ‘behind the

What’s your budget?

on Snapchat, whereas Patrón Tequila uses

scenes’ insights. This builds brand engagement
in a natural, authentic and interesting way, and
captures a good share of the voice due to lack
of competition.

For paid social media, it’s worth remembering
that different platforms come at different price
levels. The more advanced options like Facebook,
Instagram and YouTube, can cater for all sizes of
business and budgets, whilst newer or smaller
platforms tend to either be very cheap (due to a
lack of competition), or very expensive as they are
refining their advertisement offering.

It’s about deciding what goals your brand wants
to achieve as a result of social media activity,
then applying a strategy to meet the expectations
of these goals using the best platform to do so.

16
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02.3//

Outreach
Influencers & Partnerships
Working with socially elite and respected individuals is a
tried and tested method to build brand love.
Whilst alcohol brands have used celebrity endorsements
for many years now (think David Beckham for Haig Club
or Frank Sinatra for Jack Daniels), the use of influencer
marketing has seen a recent boom as customers become
more sceptical of traditional above-the-line tactics.

Social Celebrities and Influencers
Alcohol brands are creating new content and associations
by working with ‘social celebrities’. Used to reach large
audiences with ‘genuine’ messaging, these individuals
represent a channel to humanise a brand, building trust
and loyalty.

Case Study:
Macallan Whisky & James Bond

Case Study:
#BetterBeckons
Beringer

Vineyards

reached

an

aspirational

Millennial

audience

by

partnering with the ‘Follow Me To’
couple. With 4.5 million followers, the
@muradosmann

account

is

known

Influencers don’t even have to be real. For example, the

worldwide for its inspirational travel

appearance of Macallan in the 2012 James Bond film

photo series.

‘Skyfall’ earned the brand an impressive 36% increase in
US sales – it seems that Bond’s endorsement carried a lot

Through its #BetterBeckons campaign,

of weight.

the brand worked with the couple
to produce a series of photographs

The best part about this strategy is that the product

featuring its products and vineyards.

endorsement was genuine – Macallan didn’t pay anything

This achieved strong social engagement

for placement in the movie, and was chosen simply

rates, built brand awareness amongst

because the whisky was the character’s favourite drink in

the influencers’ own audiences and gave

the books.

a creative refresh to the product, helping
associate the wine with travel, adventure
and new moments of consumption.

17
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Brand Partnerships, Where 1+1=3
Growing demand for new, exciting content and experiences
has led to a surge in brands working together through
partnerships and collaborations to produce something truly
unique. Where complementary ideas, services or products
from separate companies are innovatively combined, all
benefit from a completely new level of value.
Consumers

crave

these

new

and

often

exclusive

collaborations – they even want to have a say in how they
come about. With online channels increasing levels of
communication, the boundaries between brands and users

02.
Remember it’s All About The Customer

are starting to break down.
What motivates your audience – is it good
As the customer becomes more involved in not only

value, ethical and moral beliefs, aspirational

purchasing, but creating and influencing products, brands

imagery? The brands in a partnership must not

are faced with more opportunities to truly know their

only complement each other, but also hold some

audience and what they would be excited to see.

relevancy for the end users.

In creating a brand partnership that’ll truly take off, there
are three points to consider:

03.
Create Something Unique

01.

It’s not simply enough to have two products
together on a supermarket shelf – customers

Ensuring a Good Fit Between The Brands
is Essential
They don’t need to be physically or visually similar, but
should ‘gel’ together in the eyes of your customers.
Complementary company values, audience characteristics
or lifestyle associations work best. For example, a
collaboration

between

Sourz

spirits

and

Innocent

Smoothies would make no sense, whereas a collaboration
between luxury brands Taittinger Champagne and Hermès
scarves may fit better in the mind of consumers, despite
very separate product niches.
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would be able to buy them separately anyway.
The power of brand partnerships comes from
co-producing something that’s not available
anywhere else, even from either of the brands
individually (1+1=3).
For example, in the fictional Taittinger & Hermès
collaboration, customers may not be interested
in Champagne being sold in Hermès stores. But
if a one-of-a-kind scarf was designed by both
brands together, and the pattern printed on
limited edition bottles, suddenly new concepts
and products are created.
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Case Study:
Robinsons Brewery & Iron Maiden
In 2012, Iron Maiden vocalist Bruce Dickinson was
looking to create a beer, and met with Robinson’s
Brewery in Cheshire, England. Together they created
Trooper - a 4.7% premium British beer, named after
the classic Iron Maiden song ‘The Trooper’, from which
the beer borrows its eye-catching artwork.
Robinsons has capitalised on the iconic brand
through

key

partnerships

in-line

with

the

brand vision. This includes sponsorhip of

TT

motorcyclist Peter Hickman, and sponsorhip of
sporting and music events, such as Rockstock.
Since its launch in 2013, Trooper has become a British
brewing phenonmenon, selling over 15 million pints
worldwide, winning awards, being exported to 57
markets, and spawning three, limited edition beers.

A Pay-To-Play Environment

02.4//

Paid & Organic
Search

Updates to Google’s search engine results

Search engine marketing, the art of attracting

foremost; in most cases, pushing organic results

Google and Bing searches to a website through

below the fold on mobile devices.

page (SERP) have placed a huge emphasis
on Shopping and PPC ads appearing first and

paid or organic activities, has perhaps had a
more active past year than any other channel.

This means brands are essentially entering a

With

pay-to-play environment; as organic traffic falls,

massive

developments

in

search

landscapes including Google’s mobile-first

they must invest in paid channels to sustain

indexing, marketers need to quickly adapt

revenue streams. As a result of this, the past

their work in order to stay in front of their

year has seen huge growth in PPC traffic, both in

prospective customers.

volume and clicks. However, the upside is that
due to the rise of inventory on offer, costs-perclick are falling, making it cheaper than ever for
advertisers to invest.
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Organic Search For Knowledge,
Not Purchasing

Questions For Organic Search
Who?

Who is Jack Daniels?
Who drinks Whisky?

What?

What to mix with rum?
What’s the difference between Prosecco and
Champagne?

When?

When was beer inventsd?
When to drink Kopparberg>

Where?

Where is BrewDog beer made?
Where does Bombay Sapphire come from?

Why?

Why is Tequilla served with salt and lime?
Why is absinthe green?

How?

How is white wine made?
How much is Swarovski vodka?

As paid search dominates the more transactional
queries and behaviours, we see a shift in the
importance of organic search during the first
few micro-moments – when a consumer wants
to know more about a drink, but isn’t looking to
buy then and there.
Despite the rise in SERP features like Knowledge
Graphs, questions continue to contribute a
significant proportion of organic search traffic
due to the long-tail nature of the search queries.
Brands are capitalising on this by building out
‘knowledge centre’ areas of their sites.

Using Paid Search For Micro-Moments
Paid search campaigns are not ‘one size fits all’. Depending on the moments a brand wants to influence, the
placement, targeting, creative and messaging must all be adapted to drive the desired action:
Moments
I-Want-To-Know Moments

Example Search
“What is port wine?”

Someone is exploring or researching, but not yet in

“What is the difference

purchase mode. They want useful information and

between gin and vodka?”

maybe even inspiration, not the hard sell.

Example Ads

“How is Champagne made?”
“Best white wines for summer”

I-Want-to-Go Moments
People are looking for a local business or are
considering buying a product at a local store. ‘Near
me’ searches have doubled in the past year (Google).

“Off-licence near me”
“Champagne bar London”
“The Whisky Shop Manchester”

I-Want-to-Do Moments
Before or after the purchase, these are ‘how to’ moments
when people want help with getting things done or trying
something new. Searches related to ‘how to’ on YouTube

“How to make a Tequila Sunrise”
“How to decanter wine”
“How to make Jello Shots”

are growing 70% year over year (Google).

I-Want-to-Buy Moments
Someone is ready to make a purchase (online or offline)
and may need help deciding what or how to buy. You can’t
assume they’ll seek you out; you must be there with the

“Rose flavoured gin”
“Kopparberg Spiced Apple”
“Stella or Carling?”

right information to seal the deal.

return.co
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02.5//

Display

Using Display To Influence Purchase
Decisions

Some of the hottest topics in digital marketing

Programmatic display isn’t normally designed to

at the moment are the new technologies that

drive an immediate purchase. It’s all about finding

enable brands to target exact audiences with

new audiences, strengthening brand positioning

the right messaging, and validate reach and

and staying at the front of consumers’ minds. There

effectiveness. Programmatic display leads

are two main programmatic strategies:

this charge, with 51% of marketers using

01.

some form of programmatic ad purchasing in
their campaigns (AdRoll).

Prospecting
Acquiring new audiences and customers through

How Does Programmatic Advertising Work?

advanced targeting options, from a user’s past

Programmatic display buys inventory based on a

off-site behaviour to placements.

real-time auction, using hundreds of data points to

02.

calculate each bid.

Remarketing

When deciding whether a specific ad placement is
relevant for a campaign, programmatic buying

The practice of targeting users who have

platforms use around 560 different attributes to

interacted with your site, and are most likely to

analyse and compare against your audience,

purchase. Programmatic targeting can focus on

targeting and objectives, to make the decision

just your highest spending customers, or use

whether to bid, and at what cost.

your site data to build ‘lookalike audiences’ that
match the behaviours or demographics of your
user lists.

The below diagram shows examples of what
programmatic buying considers before placing a
bid:

Who

Chrome/MAC

HHill =
£100,000+

URL = Election
Searched
‘BMW
S-Series
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EC2M 4A_

Extrovert

Forbes.com

Ad Impression

Where

Audience

Device
98236393
iPhone6

Office,
RBS.com

In-View 3S

Page

When

IP

X-O

Sunny, 22oC

Virgin Active
(Gym-goer)

GPS

Sky broadband
TV AD

$ up VS £

Macro

Sale: Suit
£499

Action
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03.

Advanced
Marketing
03.1//

The Offline/Online
Split
The physical and digital worlds no longer exist
in silos. As the growth of mobile sees more
consumers accessing the web outside of their
homes and offices, brands must consider the
intricate relationships between online and
offline worlds in purchasing journeys.
For alcohol brands who do not have branded
retail chains, it’s worth remembering the
importance of influencing offline interactions

Offline Influencing Online
Google shows that 82% of smartphone users
turn to their phone to influence a purchase
decision while in a store, and 1 in 10 of those
go on to buy a different product than they had
originally planned.
And this effect isn’t just in store – 66% of
smartphone users turn to their smartphones to
learn more about something they saw in a TV
advert, which demonstrates how closely online
and offline channels can work together.

with third-party retailers – generating demand
which will feed back into B2B sales.

Online Influencing Offline

Online driving Offline
Collect In Store delivery
In store events
Store finder features
Discounts/vouchers

Brick-and-mortar retail foot traffic has declined
over recent years, yet consumers are spending
more when they do visit. This is because they’ve
done their online research and made decisions
before even walking in.

return.co

Offline driving Online
Exclusive online offers
Members online areas
Social Media
Promotional Items
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03.2//

Apps
Understanding the relationship and, importantly,
the differences between mobile apps and
browsers is critical for brands looking to acquire
and engage mobile consumers.
Whilst websites are often seen in the early stages
of a user journey (research and purchasing,
for example), apps fit into the latter half of the
picture, particularly when it comes to brand
loyalty and engagement.
For example, it makes no sense for a customer
deciding what kind of wine to buy to download
five different brand apps instead of visiting
websites, yet once the purchase has taken place,
it’s reasonable to imagine the user downloading
a ‘wine pairing advice’ type of application.

Case Study:
Using The Popularity of
an Existing App
Last year, Veuve Clicquot announced a partnership
with food delivery service Deliveroo, allowing

Apps and Product Distribution
2016 saw a boom in technology-driven delivery.
Think of Amazon Prime, UberEATS and Google
Express in the US – we’re living in an on-demand
consumer world.

London customers to order and receive a chilled
bottle of Champagne in about 20 minutes. Using
Deliveroo’s existing technology saved the brand
a massive investment in app development, whilst
reaching masses of customers already on the
delivery network.

With an estimated 80% of alcohol consumption
happening away from bars and restaurants,
the at-home drinking market is massive.
Spontaneous nights out, Netflix evenings in,
formal dinners, and unwinding with a glass of
wine after a long day - brands now have a world
of opportunities to sell to consumers at home,
it’s just a matter of delivering the goods.
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Exclusive Product Curation & Delivery
With a growing demand for unique, exclusive or
tailored experiences, these delivery options give
brands an opportunity to control the curation of
their goods in a way they couldn’t have previously
with third-party retailers.
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For example, how many cocktails were never made
at home due to a lack of ingredients? If brands
had the ability to deliver an ‘all-in-one’ package
containing the alcohol, mixers, ingredients and
garnishes, this gives convenience and delight all
at once. This could apply to more than cocktails
too – imagine the ‘romantic night in’ wine package,
the ‘Champagne celebration’ box, or a ‘beer and
takeaway’ collaboration.

“Although spirits and beer

companies have used digital
to create amazing brand
experiences, they have yet to
tap into its full potential in terms
of user engagement and product
solutions that will drive actual
sales.
// Booz & Company

Post-Purchase User Engagement In Apps
As

previously

mentioned,

apps

provide

an

opportunity to build brand loyalty and repeat
engagement among existing customers. When a
brand can offer additional value to a consumer
that is not available through a mobile browser,
apps come into play.

Case Study:
Pernod Ricard’s Cocktail
Chatbot
With over a third of UK consumers making
cocktails at home, Pernod Ricard has identified an
opportunity to add genuine value, whilst earning
user engagement.
Its chatbot bartender app is designed to ‘help
drinkers create cocktails at home’, and comes
packed with recipes and instructions. The service
is completely free though, of course, includes
links to an online store should its users wish to
purchase the ingredients listed, which includes
the company’s own products.

return.co
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03.3//

Looking To The Future
What Does The Next 5
Years Hold?
Anticipatory Marketing From The Internet
The next big thing in digital is anticipatory marketing – smart
and connected machines using data to assist and even make
purchase decisions on behalf of the consumer. What does
this mean for the alcoholic beverage industry?

What Does Anticipatory Marketing Look Like?
At the heart of this concept is consumer purchasing ease
– no more ‘to buy’ lists, no more remembering what goods
Anticipatory buying builds on existing subscription models

Is This Going To Affect The Alcohol
Industry?

to take purchases from regular intervals into real time.

We think so, yes. Drinks purchasing may

expire when, no more researching and choosing brands.

be more varied than the average customer
And this technology already exists: Samsung’s Family Hub

journey,

fridge has the ability to order your groceries; HP Instant Ink

affected by a vast range of situational

printers can order more ink before you run out, and Amazon

factors, yet there are situations where we

is starting to ‘train’ its customers with the introduction of

can see how this type of buying will assist

‘Dash buttons’.

consumers:

with

purchasing

decisions

Scenario

Current (Customer)

Future (Machine)

Regular wine drinker

Remembers to pick up a bottle of red

trending Wines of the Week to recommend a bottle

after work

within budget

Compares a user’s past reviews of wine types against

Notices the phrase ‘house party’ in user’s messages,
Upcoming house party

Trip to the supermarket to ‘stock up’ on

suggests ordering the ‘party bundle’ from Amazon

food and drinks

Groceries, complete with food, drinks and
playlist suggestions

Notified of the upcoming occasion by Facebook,
Need a gift for mother-in-law

Forgets the occasion, hastily buys a bottle of

identifies her favourite bottle of whisky from Facebook and

whisky from the service station

Instagram Likes, suggests product to the user with

on the way

gift wrap options

Automatically adds a 12-pack of favourite beers to the
Football game on TV
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Picks up a 12-pack of beer on the day

weekly grocery shop in advance of the user’s team’s
upcoming game
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How Can We Adapt Our Marketing
Strategies For Machine Buying?
The easiest solution to this new marketing channel
seems simple – build brand awareness and loyalty
now to ‘lock in’ consumers before they opt into
machine purchases. Once an initial purchase has
been set up on any connected device, a brand will
have earnt an ‘ease’ value as consumers become
less likely to bother shopping around.
This shift towards more data-driven transactions
will impact marketing communication styles too.
Despite what we know about Millennials currently
placing increasing value on a brand’s storytelling,
heritage and values, the future could see this
shift towards frictionless purchases and setup of
repeat orders. This will lead brands to use Lifetime
Customer Value (LCV) modelling as a primary KPI.
In adapting marketing strategies toward this trend,
marketers are likely to shift budgets towards
customer acquisition, rather than retention. With
a focus on LCV, brands may be willing to make a
loss on cost-per-acquisition, knowing the revenue
will eventually come back through repeat orders.

Case Study:
Patron Tequila’s Distillery Tour
Last year saw tequila brand Patrón offer personal
tours of the Hacienda distillery and headquarters in
the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico, to users at home

Visual & Augmented Reality
The

major

difference

between

on their sofas.

e-commerce

and physical stores is a user’s lack of a full
multi-sensory experience (i.e. the ability to move
around a product, touch and sense everything
about it before committing to purchase). However,
this barrier is already being broken down by
a new wave of virtual and augmented reality
technologies.

“ Increasingly, consumers

want to know the origin and
backstories of the products
they consume. For us, VR was
the ideal way to bring people
inside our doors at scale.

By creating a virtual reality tour, the brand found a
For example, Apple allowed customers to virtually

way to showcase its products in an authentic and

‘try on’ the new Apple Watch before buying online,

engaging manner, as well as earning industry credit

and eBay’s VR Department Store in Australia is

for being the first distillery to use this technology.

designed to give at-home shoppers the in-store
experience.
return.co
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Conclusion
A tipping point is upon us. With advancement in
digital marketing possibilities and more challenger

About Return

brands entering the market daily, strategic targeting

Return was founded in 2008 by Guy Levine, who

and communication abilities will define the brands

had one simple aim: to maximise our clients’

that thrive in this competitive environment.

return on digital.

So, whatever type of alcohol you’re responsible

The agency has grown rapidly from a one-man

for marketing and regardless of your e-commerce

band into an award-winning independent agency.

presence, adopting and investing in a multi-

With a large team of skilled digital consultants

channel digital strategy is vital if you don’t want

and channel experts, whether you need a digital

to be left behind. Now is the time to supercharge

strategy, Paid Search, UX and Conversion Rate

your campaigns, telling a story that’ll speak to your

Optimisation, Content Creation, Paid Social Media,

audience and keep you at the front of their minds.

Earned Media, Programmatic Display or Technical
SEO, we can help.

At Return, we work with brands in the BWS
sector, including Robinsons Brewery and Taylor’s
Port, to help them maximise their investment in
digital marketing, by acquiring and retaining new

Contact us today
E: contact@return.co

customers, driving revenue increases and reaching
optimal ROI.
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